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Abstract 

Weight Process Method (WPM) is a popular number Criterion Results Analysis (MCDA) / Multiple Criteria Decision Making 

(MCDM) method. This is the sum of the weights Similar to the model (WSM). The main difference is, In the main mathematical 

function there is now multiplication instead of addition. MCDM is multifaceted, inconsistent, standard and / or quantitative 

Consensus on integrating alternative performance into criteria Is a technique for creating a solution that requires feedback. To 

calculate the weighted product, we will multiply the value of each attribute in every column row-wise. The value with the 

highest weighted product is given the higher rank. Like all MCDA / MCDM methods, many Described in terms of decision-

making criteria The result is a finite set of alternatives. For each end The substitute is also multiplied by several ratios and 

compared with the others, One for each end criterion. Weighted shading mode () like density mode Colors that  represent 

density in each pixel Draw markers using, but optional With weighting integration. To provide the final weighing result How 

the coordinates weigh in each pixel You can configure which are connected. Multiple criteria for decision making (MCDM) 

size and Complex decision making (DM) involving quality factors Is considered a tool. In recent years, many MCDM 

Techniques and approaches optimal feasibility Recommended to select options. In statistics, a weighted median of a sample is 

the 50% weighted percentile. ... Like the median, it is useful as an estimator of central tendency, robust against outliers  

 

Introduction 
Weight Process Method (WPM) is the popular multidimensional decision analysis (MCDA) / multidimensional scale Decision 

Making (MCDM) method. This is similar to the weighted sum model (WSM). The main difference is, In the main mathematical 

function there is now multiplication instead of addition. Multiple Scale Analysis (MCA) Different policy by evaluating their 

effects, performance, impacts and transactions Can be used to identify and compare options. The MCA is predetermined 

Provides a systematic approach to supporting complex decisions according to criteria and objectives. Various factors can be 

weighed or a high quality assessment can be made to score the exams. When the panel is used for decision making, the MCDA 

teams make their own decisions Lets talk about opportunity (problem to be solved), This allows us to consider the values that 

everyone considers important. People consider complex trade-offs between alternatives It offers a unique ability to take and 

speak. Analytical hierarchical process (AHP) is a complex application using mathematics and psychology It is a method of 

organizing and analyzing results. ... AHP provides a rational framework for the desired outcome by measuring its criteria and  

alternative options, and relates those elements to the overall goal. Weight management is the process of achieving and 

maintaining a certain weight Includes techniques and physiological processes that contribute to a person's ability.  Most weight 

management techniques are long in promoting a healthy diet and daily physical activ ity The term includes lifestyle strategies. 

Weight Management Weight loss will be followed by fatigue and constant tiredness Includes all aspects of achieving and 

maintaining. Preventing weight gain and Health is that weight loss and improving health are important goals Experts have now 

realized. These goals must be personal to success. Data envelope Analysis (DEA) is a homogeneous decision with multiple 

inputs and multiple outputs Corresponding carbon emissions reduction efficiency within a group of units (DMUs) Measuring 

is a non-parameter method. Here DMUs are companies, schools, hospitals, shops, Bank branches and others may be.   

 
Weight Process Method 

In science and engineering, the weight of an object is Gravity is the force acting on an object. Some Standard textbooks have 

vector size weight, Gravity force acting on an object Define as. Others define it as weight  measure of gravity. Processing for 

color images The development of methods is slow, but using geometric functions implemented by Quaternary a lgebra over the 

last 10-15 years Ideas have been developed. Image pixels as basic scaling of linear gray -scale image processing and 

generalizations of spatial conversion functions. WPM suspension a Millipore filtration system (PROLAB Millipore MSP 

006239, Millipore, France) 10 coda rotating organic membrane by ultrafiltration Accumulated twice using (Helicon, Millipore, 

France). Ultrafiltration infiltration of concentrated milk with concentrated protein suspension Limit of WPM suspensions Made 

by dilution with solutions. The concentration of soluble solutions in milk is similar to that of milk in homogeneous protein 

concentration Selected to Protein suspensions after dilution with soluble phase Get ready, with full WPM suspension The broth 

was heat stable, this refers to the important contribution of caseins and whey. No proteins were added to WPM to stabilize 
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WPM emulsions [1]. The Weight Product Model (WPM) is well known Multi-level decision making (MCDM) / multi-level 

decision making Analysis (MCDA) method. Both methods are the same Models, but what is the main difference Instead there 

is a multiplier. This method is simple admission Similar to the weight (SAW) method. Further details on this method are given 

in the MCDM book. Assume that the Given MCDA problem m alternatives and n final Defined in criteria. The best place to 

select a small hydroelectric project was obtained using the Weight Production Method (WPM) and the TOPSIS method [2].  

Weighted Product Method (WPM) is a multi-man or woman decision-making approach. The process of WPM on this examine 

is as follows, WPM and PROMETHEE strategies are used to choose the correct mining approach. Selected mining techniques 

(based on physical, mechanical, monetary and technical parameters) Identify options and characteristics to the choice-making  

hassle. A quantity for each selected characteristic or widespread cost might be assigned. Identified options may be evaluated 

using the proposed method. The values of the chosen attributes for the chosen options may be b ased on to be had statistics or 

by using the selection maker [3]. The measurement system consists of detectors called WPMs (Wire Position Monitors) similar 

to beam position monitors. Radiation environment and cryogenic compatibility are rigorous in materia ls for connectors and 

cables Have caused limitations. Electronics VXI that handles signals coming from WPMs Developed according to the design, 

it can improve noise immunity and use large board size. Each board accommodates two WPM control components [4].  The 

WPM technique utilizes this wire inactivity and sends an additional data signal in wave-tube mode during idle time. In fact, to 

make full use of WPM routing, most semi-global and global wires are pipeline The recommendation of this task is that the 

record with stages should be formatted at the transfer level (RTL) stage. This would be a significant barrier in 

microarchitecture, instead of the dedicated links that make extensive use of the WPM route. Possibilities for utilizing shared 

wire resources are based on the given pair source and the physical location of the pond or determined on the basis of routing. 

A given pair of interconnected run lengths Are interconnected in order to share. Regular and irregular routing Different types 

of routing configurations of the WPM technique can be used in both [5]. A significant number of WPM encryptions for the 

CSG problem are rationally based, except for coding rules or coding relationships between agents. Interim rules are introduced. 

These rules are essential in WPM encryption because they provide a set of strict controls, some variables can be assigned as 

true, others not. On the other hand, let us focus on the fact that the number of clauses for interim laws is very large to. As noted 

by the experiment, more than half of the clauses created by the RWPM are for interim laws, we also refer to the ratio of such 

subdivisions in the AWPM as the set of rules that characterize the MC-Net as freelance rules. Based on the freelance rules, the 

CSG problem is equally divided into two independent sub-problems, one of them does not need to be encrypted in WPM 

formulas, the other is reduced compared to the original problem. In this way, the MC-Net can be refined and the CSG 

troubleshooting process can be simplified [6]. 

 

Multi-criteria decision analysis  
Multiple Criteria Analysis (MCA) Identify different policy options by evaluating their effects, effectiveness, impacts and 

transactions Can also be used for comparison. The MCA is a system for supporting complex decisions according to 

predetermined criteria and objectives. Provides approach. Application of multi-criterion decision-making principles for the 

evaluation of museum websites Experimental decision-making revealed a major role. In an attempt to address the above 

questions, in this paper, Defense Laboratories We present an evaluation test of twenty -nine websites and attempt to explore 

the relevance of a set of proposed criteria for evaluating different websites of cultural content.  Furthermore, we use the 

decision-making method with a number of ambiguous criteria in the evaluation process and combine it with AHP to determine 

the effectiveness of such methods. We are checking. Finally, two different ambiguous multi-scale decision-making methods 

can be used in a uniform evaluation experiment. We compare and contrast their application and results. The combinations of 

these methods have never been compared before and in terms of cultural content Not used to evaluate websites and in particula r, 

it sets the criteria used to evaluate websites, as well as a number of criteria decision-making methods used to integrate these 

criteria and evaluate websites [7]. As a brand new broadband transmission era, the multi-service modulation generation can 

efficiently deal with the system's  inter-image interference (ISI), The excessive-speed statistics flow is split into numerous 

separate low-velocity sub-bit streams. Plurality of various subcarriers to recognize parallel transmission of statistics. From the 

previous simulation results, it's  far recognized that each pruning and PTS technique have the high-quality effect on decreasing 

PAPR cost. Therefore, we combine those two technology and use them within the Wavelet Pocket Multicarrier Modulation 

System [8]. When any random process is passed through a linear time constant (LTI) filter, the energy spectral density (PSD) 

of the output Equal to the PSD of the input, multiplied by the square rule of a vector with filter coefficients. Because the values 

of water level Zk are used only for comparison, the common multiplier factor N0 can be omitted from both signal and noise 

forces. Many of a Noni Deal Channel Considered with sub-carriers, each of which is characterized by fatigue and delay. These 

sub bands are represented by short-band orthogonal bands, they experience delay and weakness. Delay and exhaustion for each 

sub-carrier Equilibrium is reduced to evaluation. Reduce intermittent symbol interference (ISI) using variation of demodulated 

output an algorithm called Minimum Square Variation (MSV) is used. As the number of subsidiary carrier’s  increases, this 

approach suffers from a greater computational complexity [9]. It is widely used in multi-criterion decision-making contexts. 

To measure attribute weights using AHP, the subjects are compared  in pairs Form sequence, despite its popularity, has received 

little attention for its simple evaluation of many characteristic weight measurement theories. One of the main reasons is that 

there has never been any way to check the level of self-assessments before. Weights derived from absolute judgments, if the 

AM model can be established empirically and values can be used as a valid criterion for self-assessment of these parameters. 

To compare multiple attribute weight measurement methods, the present study is very realistic because it uses an unfamiliar 
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environmental impact assessment task in the daily life of the object, But of social significance. For environmental impact 

assessment, on the other hand, this study weighs many attributes Aims to explore experimentally appropriate methods for 

measurement [10]. There are significant topics related to many criteria in real world decision making at all levels of companies. 

The evaluation of different alternatives is complex and conclusive, making it even more difficult to make decisions about. As  

a subcommittee of the MCDM the MADM management decision is appropriate in practice to resolve issues. The panel MADM 

framework was developed to increase reliability in decision making because it is generally preferred to compare low squares 

and management of the latest models facilitates decision-making processes in multi-dimensional analysis, In addition to 

treating privileged data as entropy tools and many other characteristic programming methods, they are also very useful and 

practical tools [11]. Multi-criterion decision making); (3) Outlining techniques, for example, PROMETHEE, the preferred 

ranking system for ELECTRE and enrichment estimation; And (4) Other techniques include, for example, the simple multi-

character evaluation technique (Smart) and the decision-making testing and evaluation laboratory (DEMATEL). Nevertheless, 

traditional Techniques often ignore the weights of experts or experts or assume they are known. In comparison to these classical 

techniques, our method considers the attributes and weights of the expert in contrast, Variable weights vary in variable 

conditions to make the results more reliable in the actual situation.60,61 decision making In operation, some alternatives in 

which the performance is severely unbalanced (at the same time very high and Lower standards) may be selected as a better 

alternative, which may lead to unreasonable evaluation results [12]. Tools based totally on multi-criterion evaluation can be a 

significant way to integrate high-quality and amount information with MCDA, Scientific proof may be weighed independently 

from social, political, logical and monetary issues. Moreover, all of these can then be weighed together inside the control 

assessment and choice-making process. Thus the MCDA can defend rigorous clinical assessments even as additionally 

considering fee-based evaluation and professional judgment [13]. 

 

Analytic Hierarchy Process 
Analytical hierarchical process (AHP) is a mathematical tool for problem solving that has become popular among management 

staff. The AHP system was developed after understanding the structure of the problem and the real hurdle managers face when 

solving it. This system is explained in this article. In this study, the analytical hierarchical process (AHP) for landslide 

sensitivity analyzes He proposed this method to classify a problem into different hierarchical stages. To calculate the weight 

of each causative factor, First, all significant predictive landslide factors (elevation, slope, rock formation, land use, ra infall, 

proximity to faults, proximity to streams, Curve, feature, shadow / relief, proximity to road) rearranged in a hierarchical order; 

Second, ours Based on field knowledge and their importance in the landslide process, we first developed the AHP Matrix, 

Landslide impact assessment using the weight of analytical hierarchical process and certification methods for Ahmed and 

Inland Used on the beach in between. The results of this research are decision makers, future management and planning and 

may be the basic document for an important literary contribution to the landslide sensitivity map [14].  Entropy hierarchical 

analysis hierarchical process using the same hierarchical system, best armed with a limited number of alternatives Selecting 

the layout. Proposed weapons are tactical missile systems. The rating of a good missile system depends on many characteristics, 

The AHP method is called the Eigenvector method. Here we use another concept of entropy weight to solve the decision 

problem. Symmetric triangle to implement the measurement scheme in the Judgment vector (matrix) after comparing the 

performance scores We will do ambiguous numbers and interval arithmetic to find the total ambiguous judgment team and 

entropy weight [15]. The AHP-GA model, as a combination of MCDM and AI, can accurately show the correlation between 

vulnerability code and major pollution. In this study, AUC 0.74 for SWARA -GA was the optimal version of DRASTIC, 

modified with MDCM and robust AI techniques. Vulnerability refers to its improved accuracy in index calculat ion, although 

others include AHP or ANP, criteria and expert estimates. Basically used to create decision -making model, which affects 

priorities and rankings, current study SWARA and nitrate concentrations Exploring the performance of the SWARA model in 

enhancing DRASTIC coding performance in conjunction. Evaluation of seven severe parameters [16].  The analytical step-by-

step (AHP) method is widely used to deal with complex systems. In fact, by splitting AHP into a single unit Helps to establis h 

a logical analysis of the problem; The analysis provides a help to decision makers as they make several pairs of comparisons. 

The influence of the components considered in the hierarchy can be appreciated, as the AHP system is based on the subdivision  

of the problem in a hierarchical form Consists of. In fact, AHP helps to establish a logical analysis of the problem by dividing 

it into a single unit; The analysis provides a help to decision makers who can make several pairs of comparisons and apprecia te 

the influence of the factors considered in the hierarchy [17]. 

 

Weight Management 
Weight management includes the techniques and physiological strategies that make a contribution to a person's ability to atta in 

and keep a sure weight. Most weight management strategies contain lengthy-term way of life techniques that promote a healthy 

weight loss program and each day bodily activity. Furthermore, weight management is a significant manner to music weight 

through the years and determine the optimum frame weight for unique people. The typical goal of this work is to expand weight 

control interventions which are ideal for number one care, that may result in sustainable weight loss. Forming ( i.e., weight loss 

can be maintained and can't be regained as soon as assist is stopped). An on-line intervention provided many important benefits 

over a completely face-to-face intervention; It may be greater feasible to provide number one care as it calls for less time for 

practitioners, It will be cheaper and boom patient get admission to  to care due to the fact patients have 24 hours a day to are 

trying to find guide. You can log in. In addition to their weight reduction, we additionally chose to offer a small amount of 
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human help to guide our online intervention, Weight Our intervention planning began with a scoping assessment of the 

quantitative sources for which management interventions (especially those provided at the Internet) had been only. In POWER 

we explored behavioral alternate techniques utilized in a hit intervention to plot the vital philosophy and key elements and also 

developed psychological principle [18]. Despite their weight (a 'push' factor) and a combined motivation to do this where 

they're valued (club draw, a 'pull' aspect), some Men spoke overtly approximately worry. Before coming to the membership  

they found out about becoming a member of a weight management program, which many felt like joining a weight control 

crew Barriers are underlined, for that reason, with the masculine hue of weight problems, weight managemen t strategies that 

attract and accept men Creates. A public health priority and a chance to succeed while running in opposition to the cultural 

ideals of masculinity. In other phrases, health-selling interventions have to involve guys without compromising on precious 

elements of their identification Other weight control [19]. Five of the participants lost weight with the support of a commercial 

weight loss group (independent or weight monitors), by a trainee nurse Supported, the other four have developed the ir own 

project. No one has the lowest calorie diets, diet substitutes, online approaches or anything else Not using any medical weig ht 

management services. The number of previous weight loss attempts was not specifically asked, most participants, however, 

described trying multiple food approaches in the past, The most commonly reported approach was business slimming groups. 

It feels like being in control of the weight management process and increasing ownership Seemed to add, that participants 

agreed that deficiencies should be expected, and They were willing to overcome them quickly without seeing such 

shortcomings and return to their weight management routine. As failures [20]. This look at explores the results of an internet-

based totally professional sys tem for weight management compared to a user-guided, facts-only plan. Both applications in this 

take a look at are completely automated and provide scaling capability to hundreds of thousands of customers at a incredibly 

low fee. These task attributes are essential for large health care organizations inquisitive about population-based totally sickness 

prevention and management. Weight management efforts, frame photograph and network help. For example, reporting a family  

history of a particular ailment Participants acquired facts approximately the affiliation of weight problems with this kind of 

sickness; For converting eating regimen in preference to physical interest Participants who reported more efficacy received 

more dietary advice; Therapies based totally on weight control: Expert system merchandise or data-best merchandise. 

Participants were no longer knowledgeable in their remedy venture [21]. In this examine, to determine the kinetic capacity of 

the brand new proposed route, molecular weight A molecular-degree evaluation for know-how the goods of development have 

been pronounced, that's a parallel method to the classical HACA mechanism. Provides. Therefore, it is essential to pick out 

key pathways for molecular weight growth within the absence of massive surface increase. These precise conditions are most 

suitable for practical settings. In truth, visibly apparent Although the mass of the particles (tar) is much less than that o f the 

debris in the fertile location, the numerical awareness is massive [22]. Use each gestational weight benefit assessment technique 

as a probable predictor of postpartum results and 4 postpartum maternal consequences. We evaluated. Birth outcomes Birth 

weight and beginning weight- gestational age z-value. Maternal weight at 6, 12, 24 and 36 months postpartum and prenatal 

Differences between weights are maternal results. We seek advice from those values as ‘weight retention’, some boundaries 

of our analysis Also remark. Our models for weight reduction exclude the exercise of breastfeeding. Weight gain and weight 

gain We excluded breastfeeding due to the fact it can be placed inside the causal course among retention. Women with 

excessive gestational weight advantage had lower breastfeeding onset quotes and in advance cessation of forty-four.45 While 

breastfeeding may additionally accelerate postpartum weight reduction [23]. The weight savings on the chassis can reach 

forty% compared to a traditional metallic chassis. This is an brought gain of improving driving dynamics, riding con solation 

and protection Contains. Figure 5 indicates a few examples of chassis applications with 5000 series aluminum alloys. AA 5049 

(AlMg2Mn0.8) and AA5454 (AlMg3Mn) As many as 5000 alloys are used which consist of properly foaming (along with 

interweaving capability) and weld capability, of conventional (steel) automobile Heavy place - Body in White (BIW) aspect - 

as much as 30% of the entire vehicle weight, in particular set up options, engine size and incorporated safety and luxury 

Depending at the features. It has high weight garage ability by means of growing the aluminum content and is developing 

rapidly on this course in Europe [24]. Weight Management Procedures Interview. This structured interview includes RWL (ie, 

running, cycling, swimming, sauna / steam room, rubber / plastic warm-up There were questions aimed at exploring the 

prevalence of various techniques (exercise in clothing, and the use of vomit, diuretics). And laxatives) with weight manageme nt 

practices for wrestlers during and between wrestling seasons. They are for wrestlers to create a weight class The heaviest 

weight wrestlers lost to create a weight class and how much weight they generally gained in the off season Were asked to 

report. Data were managed and statistically analyzed using a statistical set for the social sciences. Frequencies and compression 

figures were calculated for all variables. RWL, which is believed to be accurately reflected by rapid weight gain [25].  The 

purpose of the current study is to examine whether working  in a greenhouse during pregnancy adversely affects childbirth 

weight. If so, which of the two major hazards in general plays a major role in the greenhouse environment (excessive physical 

activity and exposure to pesticides). In this process. Demographic information, anthropological characteristics (weight and 

height), work history, working time in the greenhouse, type of work, Reproductive history Questionnaire survey to collect 

spontaneous abortions, live births, number of pregnancies and duration (minimum). 37 weeks and over 37 weeks) Birth weight 

and sex of each child] and smoking were done by specially trained interviewers [26]. 

 

Data Envelopments Analysis 
Data envelope analysis (DEA) is a linear programming-based technique for measuring the comparative performance of 

enterprise units. The presence of multiple inputs and outputs makes it difficult to compare. Data envelope analysis (DEA) is 
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the production boundaries It is a non-parameter system in functional research and economics for evaluation. Decision making  

Used to measure the productivity of units empirically, the DEA is the comparative performance of organizations commonly  

known as DMUs. Used successfully for rating, it generates various identical outputs using different identical inputs. The 

concept of boundary analysis is the basis of the DEA, but the recent series of discussions began with the article, because of  the 

DEA's views with AHP. Due to the package, the new approach proposed in this study may be called the "Data Cryptography 

Analysis Hierarchy (DEAHP)." Judgment of the Analysis Hierarchy Process (AHP), thanks to the common “A” in both Data 

Envelope Analysis (DEA) It is proposed in this paper to gain weight from metrics. The decision maker, to determine 

definitively whether one alternative is better than another If not, he will not think that one is more important than the oth er, 

and this is the logic that the DEA uses to calculate weight. It has been demonstrated that the DEA calculates the actual weight 

for standard judgment metrics [27]. Data Development Analysis (DEA) is a non-parameter technique for measuring 

comparative time. The DEA model is based on Farrell's initial work Originally created, it requires detailed data on the inputs 

and outputs of identical decision-making units (DMUs). Using mathematical programming techniques, the model compares 

the performance of the selected DMU with all possible linear combinations of other DMUs. Mathematically, if we consider a 

set, DEA is a non-parameter approach to measuring the relative performance of elements. The DEA did not presuppose the 

basic functional form for performance limits or specific values for weights. Hence for the parameter and statistical approaches 

used to measure performance Rather it can be said that this technique is “experiential”. The production process, the is  guard II 

in Figure 1, Shows the utilization of the minimum inputs required to produce a unit output. Points P 'and P2 are in isoquant, so 

Farrell is technically efficient [28]. The next Step is to investigate the burden values acquired from the ANN model to assess 

the relative significance of the causal factors. In widespread, ANNs have the capacity to carry out parame ter analysis by way 

of manipulating their link weights. In this observe, the proposed weight separation technique become used. Each of the hidden -

output link weights in this mode Including the department into additives associated with the enter neuron. In the existing take 

a look at, height, slope perspective, slope characteristic, distance to essential avenue network, drainage Distance to commun ity, 

distance to tectonic factors, topography and lithology had been decided on as causal elements. Although there are not any 

preferred suggestions for their selection, the nature of the examine area, the size of the evaluation, and the supply of data  [29]. 

Educational classes consist of one session every year on meals / nutrients and exercise. Different nutrition a nd exercise every 

year Topics are discussed. A community assist consultation is obtainable annually in the course of the trial. About the troub les 

related to residing with diabetes These provide an possibility for participants to talk about. Attendance is strongly 

recommended but now not required. Usually for individuals to evaluate the effects Attend scheduled sanatorium visits and 

HbA1c, blood strain, ldl cholesterol values, electrocardiogram, urinary albumin and serum creative Participate in smartphone 

calls for information collection and safety tracking related to values. Participants and their primary care Providers are prov ided 

normal or centered visits which are certainly recognized. Insulin or oral hypoglycemia Patients the usage of medications may 

also have an elevated chance of hypoglycemia, particularly when dietary and / or bodily hobby interventions are applied. At 

each assembly, the DSMB evaluations facts on detrimental activities and different security problems and make average pointers 

to the National Institutes of Health (NIH) at the protection of persevering with the look at [30]. 

  

Conclusion 
In science and engineering, the weight of an object is the force acting on the object by the force of gravity. Some standard 

textbooks define weight as  a vector size, the force of gravity acting on an object. Others define weight as a quantitative quantity, 

the magnitude of the force of gravity. Multiple Criteria Analysis (MCA) Different Policy Options are Their effects, 

performance, impacts and business  Options by evaluating transactions Used to identify and compare. Became the MCA 

Predetermined criteria and Complex decisions according to objectives Provides a systematic approach to support.  The use of 

multiple Criteria for evaluation of museum websites Decision Theories Evaluating decision making Has revealed the key role. 

Tests. Analytical hierarchical process (AHP) is a mathematical tool for problem solving that has become popular among 

management staff. The AHP system was developed after understanding the structure of the problem and the real hurdle 

managers face when solving it. This system is explained in this article. In this study, the analytical hierarchical procedure 

(AHP) was used for landslide sensitivity analyzes. He proposed this method to classify a problem into different hierarchical 

stages. Weight management is also about achieving a certain Weight is a factor in a person's ability to maintain self-esteem 

Includes techniques and physiological processes. Most weight management techniques are healthy Diet and daily physical 

activity. Furthermore, weight management is about monitoring weight over time and finding the optimal body weight for 

different individuals. Includes creating meaningful ways. The overall purpose of this work is weight management suitable for 

primary care Data Envelope Analysis (DEA) is a linear programming-based technique for measuring the comparative 

performance of an enterprise unit. Having Comparing multiple inputs and outputs Makes it harder. Data Envelope Analysis 

(DEA) Is a non-parameter method in functional research and economics for estimating production boundaries. 
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